
PRACTICE 3
Propositions



What machines can tell from your face (CCP)
■ ? How is big tech redefining society?

1. Tech and privacy

– Mechanisms exist to protect users in Europe (cf GDPR + right to be forgotten)

– BUT governments have their own ways of exploiting loopholes (cf 2018 CLOUD 

Act – allows the US gvt to access the data of any US-based company, whether

hosted in the US or not)

– Some companies peddle information 

■ Use it as a form of currency (cf Google and general concerns over privacy)

■ Subvert the rules and exploit them (cf Cambridge Analytica)

Transition: Is it worth it in the end?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CLOUD_Act
http://fortune.com/2017/06/28/gmail-google-account-ads-privacy-concerns-home-settings-policy/


2. Tech and reliability

– In some fields that do not require human skills (e.g. empathy), AI can surpass

humans (cf AI used to detect breast cancer in X-rays)

– BUT AI is not almighty (81% ≠ 100%) and FB’s AI failed to address the issue of 

cyberbullying (15% spotted).

– AI > humans inasmuch as initial material = flawless (cf hiccoughs with

Amazon’s AI hiring tool)

Transition: What consequences on our daily lives?

https://www.engadget.com/2019/05/07/mit-ai-model-breast-cancer/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6399783/Facebooks-technology-spotted-fifth-bullying-posts.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-45809919


3. Impact on everyday life

– Can reinforce bias and prejudice + deprives people of their agency (cf failings

of COMPAS in the field of predictive policing or of facial recognition)

– Reinforcing one’s own biases (cf targeted ads, AI-created news streams/music 

streams cf Spotify) → filter bubbles reinforced (scope narrowed ++)



■ Conclusion

– Big tech pushing further the boundaries of both privacy and abillities in a 

covert way

→ makes us lower our guard and put too much trust in the machine: machines 

are only as good as the person who made and use them.

Need to care about what is going on and what is implied by some apparently free 

services.





Fiche de situation

■ You are a parent,

■ You are interviewing a geneticist about the future of genetics.



Trump, ATT and the NRA
? How touchy an issue are guns in the US?

1. Gun violence in the US

– Guns ownership:

■ Pervasive (2018: 43% of households had at least one gun, est. ~393m guns for ~326m 
inhabitants according to Small Arms Survey in 2017)

■ Dangerous guns: not only handguns but also assault rifles (AR-15 esp., 2m built for the 
domestic market between 2000 and 2010)

– Gun-related deaths:

■ Country with the highest gun-related death rate in the OECD in 2010 (10.2/100,000, 2nd

= Finland : 3.6/100,000 in 2010; 12.21 in 2017 for the US)

■ On average, ~38 gun-related deaths/day since the beginning of 2019 (as of June 3rd) 
acc. to gunviolencearchive.

– Mass shootings (4+ casualties) commonplace: 156 (>1/day – 154 days) since Jan. 
1st, rise in nb of public mass shootings (x3 since 2011).

Transition: Are gun laws evolving in the US?

https://www.statista.com/topics/1287/firearms-in-the-us/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estimated_number_of_civilian_guns_per_capita_by_country#Notes
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/14/nyregion/ar-15-rifles-are-beloved-reviled-and-a-common-element-in-mass-shootings.html
https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2012/dec/17/how-many-ar15-rifles-sold
https://www.amjmed.com/article/S0002-9343(15)01030-X/fulltext#sec2.3
https://wisqars-viz.cdc.gov:8006/
https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/10/mass-shootings-increasing-harvard-research/


2. Gun laws

– Since Columbine (and Bowling for Columbine), greater awareness:

■ …but not always the right solutions either (cf suggesting teachers carry guns after 

Parkland, Sandy Hook, etc. + voted in Florida – 2019) 

■ Federal Assault Weapon Ban (1994-2004) + efforts by Obama Admin. (more on gun 

control here and here)

– HW support for gun control increasingly popular, esp. since Parkland (75% of 

Am. for stricter gun laws in Feb. 2018, esp. bg checks for all buyers) even 

though disparities remain between Democrats and Republicans (92% of D v. 

59% of R)

Transition: How come change is so slow?

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/01/us/armed-teachers-guns-schools.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/may/02/florida-lawmakers-approve-bill-allowing-teachers-to-carry-guns-in-classrooms
thoughtco.com/us-gun-control-timeline-3963620
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gun_politics_in_the_United_States
https://www.npr.org/2018/03/02/589849342/npr-poll-after-parkland-number-of-americans-who-want-gun-restrictions-grows


3. Guns and politics

– 2nd Amdt (reinforced by 14th Amdt) = cudgel to quash opposition (esp. w/ 

originalist reading ++ w/ Republicans)

– Aforementioned huge gap betw. D and R → Hard to follow a steady course

– Acute lobbying:

■ NRA: over $3m/year spent on lobbying to influence gun policy since 2011) → esp. 

powerful since ~20% of Am. gun owners are members, are highly motivated to 

defend solely gun rights and thus discourage their representatives from voting for 

tougher gun laws (cf “paper tiger”)

■ Growing political clout (used as a steppingstone by Maria Butina + spreading to 

Brazil)

■ 23-year ban on federal firearm research

– BUT turning tide:

■ Gun-control groups outspent the NRA in the midterms race

■ Stake in the next presidential race (for Democrats)

bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-41488081
https://www.channel4.com/news/gun-control-nra-obama-lobby-powerful
https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2018/10/2018-gun-control-outspends-nra-rights/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/01/democrats-have-introduced-bold-gun-control-legislation/581191/


■ Conclusion

– Complex political landscape x strong attachment to the Constitution → hard to 

make the sit° evolve (one of Obama’s deepest regrets)

– Yet, not garnering support from other English-speaking countries (cf Ardern’s 

bewilderment at the US lack of reaction as opposed to Australia’s and NZ’s 

immediate reactions after mass shootings)

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/15/i-dont-understand-jacinda-ardern-mystified-by-lack-of-us-gun-control

